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Creativity is contagious.

Pass it on.

- Albert Einstein



Stellart International School of Arts (SISA) is an 
international high school specializing in arts and 
design located in South China. Our vision is to
become a leading institution in China in helping
rising stars in arts and design to discover and
nurture their potentials while developing their
core competencies that are crucial for facing the
future.

At SISA, we value creativity and diversity. We
encourage students to embrace and develop
their interests and passions, stay curious and
persistent in their pursuit, and be not afraid of
being creative and unique. 

At SISA, we have a distinctive school culture 
that values on co-learning, collaboration, 
leadership and communication. We hope to
nourish the true change agents of this rapidly
changing society. 

At SISA, we make artistic dreams come true.

WHAT IS SISA?

A lifelong learner

A responsible
world citizen

A creative and
resilient artist



CURRICULUM
CORE CURRICULUM

Fashion Design

Fine Arts

Graphic Design

Product Design

Animation

Architectural Design

History of Art

SISA’s core curriculum has both academic and artistic

components, which will lay a solid foundation for students’

future education and career pursuits. Following the A-

Levels and BTEC Foundation Diploma in Art and Design

requirements, students will be able to create a flexible

study module with a focus on the arts whilst meeting the

academic requirements for university entrance. All

students are expected to take the core art program that

aims to develop their artistic eye for beauty and creative

works. Other academic subjects such as English,

Mathematics, and Science will also be offered. We aim to

adopt a project-based and cross-disciplinary approach to

teaching, encouraging students to take charge of their

own learning, explore and communicate ideas in depth,

and develop their creative and critical thinking minds. Our

goal is to provide the foundation for students to set out for

the world as lifelong learners.



ACTIVITIES
EXTRA-CURRICULAR

ACTIVITIES

Chinese Cultural Studies

Music and Drama

Student Clubs and Societies

Sports

Study Abroad Programs

Community Engagement

Art and Cultural Festivals

Alongside with our strong academic curriculum, 

SISA emphasizes on the holistic development of

students. For one, a deep understanding of Chinese

culture and heritage is important for the formation of

students’ identity as world citizens.

At SISA, every student is required to select at least

one Chinese Art elective (i.e. calligrapher, traditional

Chinese painting, paper-cutting art, etc). Also, we

have a comprehensive extra-curricular program

ranging from music, drama, and sports, to

community engagement, study abroad, and student

clubs and societies.

Our school also organizes art and cultural festivals

periodically. Through all of these, we hope to

cultivate the next generation of responsible,

collaborative, global-minded, confident, and

compassionate world citizens.



COLLABORATION PROGRAMS

WITH ART UNIVERSITIES

Workshops

Master Lectures

Portfolio Review

Summer Schools

Project Shadowing

Internships

SISA’s Collaboration Program aims to expose students

to top-notch, world-class art and education resources.

By introducing expertise from leading art schools and

organizations globally, SISA provides every student a

chance to get a first glimpse into the creative industries.

The Collaboration Program will include series of

workshops, guest lectures, short-term projects, and

face-to-face interaction with leading educators and

industry experts, bridging the young talents with the

professional world, so to inspire students to become

better artists.

ENRICHMENT



✓ High standard art studios and classrooms

✓ Exhibition halls for art shows

✓ 500 seats auditorium

✓ Cafeteria

✓ Gymnasium and rooftop sports ground

✓ Two-story library

✓ Student accommodation

FACILITIES

Accommodation

Fine art studio Computer room

Dinning room

Cafeteria Photography lab

Fashion design studio



Personal 
Development

Benefits
Allowances

We value the personal growth and

development of all SISA staff. We provide

plenty of opportunities, ranging from training

programs to professional conferences, to help

our staff to enhance their professional

knowledge, competence, teaching techniques

and professional networks. We hope to thrive

with our staff and students.

► Full support for on-boarding and working visa

► Accommodation allowance

► Comprehensive medical insurance

► Work-day lunch allowance in our brand new 

dinning room

► Free pick-up service upon first arrival in China 

and dedicated guide for expat supports

► Free Chinese classes to know more about the 

language and the culture

Accommodation



Job Description
Below are the Job Descriptions of our opening positions. We also

welcome like-minded educators who may not fit our current openings

to contact us on future opportunities. If you are interested in learning

more about our new Stellart International School of Arts, please send

your curriculum vitae (CV) to Zoey Chen at zoey.chen@sisa.cn.

For further information about SISA, please go to: http://www.sisa.cn/

Full Time Art History Teacher

➢ Conduct lectures and plan appropriate assignments according to A-Level

Specification

➢ Introduce knowledge in art history and art appreciation

➢ Assist students on university application materials and interview preparation

➢ Grade and maintain records of student performance

Full Time Fine Art Teacher

➢ Conduct lectures and plan appropriate assignments according to BTEC and A-

Level course specifications

➢ Introduce techniques and procedures for painting, sketching, sculpting, etc.

➢ Instruct students on portfolio making for university application

➢ Grade and maintain records of student performance

➢ Encourage students to develop personal styles and express themselves through

the medium of art

Full Time Visual Arts Teacher (2D)
➢ Conduct lectures and plan appropriate assignments according to BTEC and A-

Levels course specifications

➢ Introduce techniques and procedures for graphic design, digital drawing,

illustration, etc.

➢ Instruct students on portfolio making for university application

➢ Grade and maintain records of student performance

➢ Encourage students to develop personal styles and express themselves through

the medium of art

Full Time Visual Arts Teacher (3D)

➢ Conduct lectures and plan appropriate assignments according to

BTEC and A-Levels course specifications

➢ Introduce techniques and procedures for 3D crafting, digital

drawing, model sketching, etc.

➢ Instruct students on portfolio making for university application

➢ Grade and maintain records of student performance

➢ Encourage students to develop personal styles and express

themselves through the medium of art

Full Time English Teacher (ESL)

➢ Conduct lectures and plan appropriate assignments according to

ESL course books

➢ Introduce English writing, grammatical skills, and world-class

literature appreciation

➢ Assist students on university application materials and interview

preparation

➢ Grade and maintain records of student performance

http://www.sisa.cn/


Our school is situated in a newly developed community with an
energetic, charming and friendly ambience.

Two international schools with more than 6,000 students and a large
number of educators and school staff are just footsteps away from our
school.

Right next to the school are streets of 3-story shophouses which we
expect to house artist galleries, designer shops, education centers and
lifestyle stores as the vicinity develops over time.

Across the street is also one of China’s leading Italian-styled high-end
designer outlets, the Florentia Village, where one can catch up with the
latest fashion trends and find weekend entertainment in. There are also
the Hong Kong Contemporary Art Museum and the Stellart Theater in
the vicinity. A large Aeon shopping mall is also expected to open in the
neighborhood soon.

As a young artistic and learning community develops in the area, you
can expect even more offerings to come.

Community

Transportation routes to school:

►Subway: Line 2 to Guangzhou South Railway Station

(transfer to Florentia Village Shuttle Bus)

► Bus line: Direct 3 (Naihai Foreign Language School

Stop)

► Address: Florentia Village Plaza, 28 Shugang Rd.,

Sanshan New Town, Nanhai, Foshan

Guangzhou South Railway Station

Community Café Shop

Florentia Village Outlets



Living in Guangzhou 
A 2018 report by the United Nations and the Chinese Academy of 

Social Sciences has named Guangzhou the most livable city in 

China. Life will never get boring in Guangzhou as you can make 

trips to museums and explore shops and snack stands during the 

day, and experience the delicious Cantonese cuisines and dynamic 

nightlife in the evening. Guangzhou, China 
Guangzhou, historically known as Canton, is the capital of

Guangdong Province, the main manufacturing hub of the Pearl

River Delta, and one of mainland China’s leading commercial and

manufacturing regions. It is one of the top tier cities in China along

with Beijing, Shanghai and Shenzhen, with a population of over 12

millions. Over the years, Guangzhou has maintained a perfect

balance between modern development and its historic culture.

Guangzhou is divided into ten municipal districts, in which Tianhe is

considered as the business center with the newly developed

shopping malls and skyscrapers, whilst Liwan and Yuexiu are the

Old Downtowns preserving the traditional Cantonese social

customs and lifestyle.

Location



Location
Living in Foshan
Foshan is regarded as one of the most desirable places to live in

South China. The city is vibrant as many cultural events, shows and

concerts are happening over the weekends. The food in Foshan is

also remarkable as many traditional restaurants and local delicacies

are scattered around the city. How can you miss the delicious

Double-layer Steamed Milk, Lunjiao rice cake, Gaoming glutinous

noodles? In addition, there are plenty of tourist attraction spots

which satisfy your sightseeing agenda.

Foshan, China
Foshan is the third largest city located in central Guangdong

Province after Guangzhou and Shenzhen. Foshan has an urban

population around 7.9 millions, and it is divided into five municipal

districts – Chancheng, Nanhai, Shunde, Gaoming and Sanshui –

extending across an area of 3,798 square kilometers. As one of the

state-renowned historical cities in China, Foshan is well known at

home and abroad for its handicraft industry and folk art. It is

regarded as the home of the famous Lingnan culture, dragon and

lion dance, dragon boat racing, Bruce Lee and martial arts,

Cantonese opera and porcelain making.



EntertainmentPlaces to Visit in Guangzhou and Foshan 

Guangzhou Tower
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Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hall

Temple of Six Banyan Trees

Chen Clan Academy

Zumiao Temple

Chimelong Theme Parks

Shangxiajiu Pedestrian Street and Beijing Road

Chimelong Theme Parks



EntertainmentPlaces to Visit in Guangzhou and Foshan 

Zhujiang New Town

Pearl River Night Cruise

Restaurants and Food in Guangzhou and Foshan

If you are struggling with picking Cantonese restaurants, here are

some recommendations:

◆ Guangzhou Restaurant

◆ Taotaoju Restaurent ; Dian Du De Restaurant

◆ Bingsheng Pinwei or Bingsheng Mansion

◆ Zhuroupo Sifang Restaurent

◆ Minxin Laopu (Traditional dissert)

Here are some recommended restaurants for other cuisines in

Guangzhou and Foshan:

◆ For Muslins: Xiongdi Muslim Canting ; Xinyue Muslim Restaurant

◆ For vegetarians: Suchengzhai Sushi Huiguan ; Shudao restaurant

◆ 1920 Restaurant and Bar at Yanjiang Middle Road

◆ El Espanol

◆ Jardin d'Olive ; Little Italy Pizzeria

Guangzhou and Foshan Opera House


